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As the aging population problem becomes increasingly significant, robots are being widely applied as
walking assist devices for people suffering from walking disabilities. In this dissertation, three kinds of
human walking assist and mobility devices are proposed from different points. All of them are designed
for elderly or patients who want to move independently. The validity of the proposed approaches were
confirmed through several experiments. Also, these studies will lay a foundation for their practical
applications and commercialization in the future.
1.1 Motivation
Today, lacking in adequate care for the elderly, especially those who are walking with inconvenience
is becoming a growing problem for the aging society. Especially in the rapidly aging Japanese society,
the problem of population trend is not going well. Fig. 1-1 shows a population projection for Japan from
2015 [1]. It indicates that the population ratio of 65 years old and older will be 40% in 2060. On the
other hand, the ratio of 0-19 years old will be 13%. It means that there will be a very serious shortage
of young labor. The elderly must take care of themselves especially when they want to move. Thus in
Japan, elderly with walking assisting devices are quite common. And surprisingly, from the statistical
data of Japan Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, the number of deaths due to fall is more than the
number of traffic accident deaths in recent Japanese daily life [2]. Fig. 1-2 shows the international home
care and rehabilitation exhibition which is held in Japan every year. It is popular and the most prominent
feature has been its visitors. The largest group was the general public (31%), and then people from the
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Fig. 1-1: Population trend by age group in Japan (1920-2060) [1].
Fig. 1-2: International home care and rehabilitation exhibition (in Japan) [3].
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Fig. 1-3: Walk-assist devices of nursing plaza kohoku in Yokohama city.
the welfare institutions (16%) in 2014 [3]. This international exhibition is also the largest health and
welfare exhibition in Asia. For the elderly or patients who want to move independently, there has been
many kinds of products so far. Like wheelchairs, powered wheelchairs, powered three and four wheeled
scooters, bicycles, walkers, canes, stretchers, transfer aids, floor lifts, ceiling/fixed lifts, stationary hoists,
powered assist suits, walking assist robots, and so on. Most of the exhibition products are useful, but
what are being used in practical applications now is also important. Therefore, the author visited a special
nursing home for the elderly of Yokohama city in 2013. The name is “Nursing Plaza Kohoku”. Fig. 1-3
shows a folding walker and two lightweight walkers. All of them are mechanical equipments.
From the expostor’s words, the author got some useful information about walkers. For safety, con-
venient aid to performing daily activities, the walker can be a good solution. Fig. 1-3(a) combines the
strength and durability with lightweight ease of use. Its U-shaped frame provides the user with good
stability. The front two big wheels and rear small two wheels with brakes are for easy moving, and
the brakes while the contoured hands push down make it safe to use. The lightweight walkers/rollators
shown in Fig. 1-3(b) come with soft-grip caster tires are good for indoor and outdoor use. Their brake
systems feature loop lock handles, making them the good walking aid for arthritic fingers. They also
come with padded seats when the users need to sit down and rest. These mechanical equipments are
widely used in home care and rehabilitation since they are inexpensive and convenient. However, they
are difficult to be used in long distance or long time because they mechanical equipments require hu-
man force to move. On the other hand, they have no way to prevent users fall down. Obviously, it is
very dangerous that the elderly or patients walking with inconvenience when they fall down. This also
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Fig. 1-4: Honda’s robot technologies [6].
explains that why there are so many new powered machines appearing in the international home care
and rehabilitation exhibition. As the research target, different from the existing equipments, the author
focuses on preventing fall down, ease of use and fast-safety movement. Thus this dissertation presents
three kinds of human walking assist and mobility devices from these three points of view.
1.2 Related Works
Nowadays, lacking in adequate care for the elderly, especially those who are walking with inconve-
nience is becoming a growing problem for the aging society. It is very dangerous when the elderly who
walking with inconvenience fall down. It is also necessary for the elderly to exercise walking in order
to keep normal social life. While walking, elderly with little strength usually use canes to keep balance.
Consequently, they can not balance their own bodies with one leg, making them walk in a very slow pace
while having to step forward quite fast in order to keep balance. For the elderly with enough strength in
their upper bodies, the canes do work. However, for those without enough strength, keeping balance is
nearly impossible merely by canes. Therefore, kinds of powered walking assist devices are developed.
In Japan, the most representative ones are walking assist devices of Honda Motor Company. Fig. 1-4
shows the Honda’s robot technologies. Honda walking assist device with bodyweight support system [4]
reduced the floor reaction force of the user was based on biomedical engineering analysis results. Honda
prototype stride management assist device [5] was designed to help lift each leg at the thigh as it moves
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forward and backward. It helps lengthen the user’s stride, covering longer distances at a greater speed.
The unicycle U3-X [6] of the future moves as rider’s move, wheeling rider to rider’s destination simply
by sensing rider’s body tilting this way or that, Segway style.
Inspired from the Honda’s technologies of walking assist and mobility devices, the author proposed
three kinds of powered devices from three different aspects. Firstly, in order to solve the elderly’s prob-
lem of lacking in strength, many researchers have invented sorts of machine suits for elderly to put on.
H. Herr with MIT Media Lab classified exoskeletons and orthoses into devices that act in series and in
parallel to a human limb, providing a few examples within each category [7]. Y. Sankai et al. proposed
an estimation algorithm that infers the intention related to the forward leg-swing in order to support the
gait by HAL [8][9] robot suits. They are able to enhance human walking ability, but they paid little
attention to keep elderly from fall down motion. D. Matsuura et al. proposed a motion control algorithm
of walking assist machine using crutches [10]. M. Higuchi et al. developed a walking assist machine
using crutches [11]. But both of them paid little attention to prevent elderly from fall down as well. In
the first approach, the author proposed a novel walking assist multi-legged device that is fixed on the
waist, with two machine legs independent from human legs, helps elders walk and climb stairs without
any manipulation of the machine. In order to measure the human body posture and prevent from falling
down, an inertial measurement unit (IMU) sensor fixed on the waist part of human is applied in this
research. The IMU sensor contains a triaxial accelerometer, a triaxial gyro (angular rate sensor), and
a triaxial magnetometer. Thus it can not only measure posture but also measure human walking mo-
tion. Y. Hirata et al.[12] focused on the support of walking on slope, and estimated slope angle based
on accelerometer and force sensors. The method was able to apply to Wearable Walking Helper but it
was a little complicated. In order to improve the reliability of the system, however, this approach intro-
duces links with two encoders to measure human normal walking motion. To analyse the stability of the
proposed multi-legged system, zero-moment point (ZMP) concept is used. C. Zhu et al.[13] analysed
walking principle of biped robot was clarified by means of ZMP concept, friction constraint, and inverted
pendulum model. A. Suzumura et al.[14] proposed a four-wheel-legged mobile robot, and the ZMP was
introduced as a stability index. In the proposed device, based on the ZMP, the stability of the device is
analyzed to confirm the feasibility and effectiveness of this device. In a word, the multi-legged device
can help the elderly who have poor walking ability walk by themselves and give them simple walking
exercise.
Secondly, since the conventional walking stick and four wheels handcart are needed moving by labour
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power and the human’s walking posture while using them are not healthy, to replace the labour’s power,
R. Annicchiarico et al. [15] proposed an intelligent pedestrian mobility aid which was base on force
sensor and operated by human’s hand. However, it is not easy to operate by the elderly whose hands have
already tremble and lack of flexibility. Also, if the elderly whose feet don’t have much physical strength
to stand instability keep no attention, they are easy to fall down and that is dangerous undoubtedly.
Nowadays, to help the elderly who have poor walking ability walking by themselves and exercising from
the simple walking, a robot which can serve the elderly as a partner or a nurse to walk is needed. In
order to achieve this target, detecting human walking motion and robot control strategy are needed. M.
Watanabe et al. [16] proposed a method to assist human walking base on two-wheel mobile manipulator.
The two-wheel robot had nice mobility, and the algorithm was base on force control. But it also needed
labour power to moving. And it employed two encoder sensors tied on human’s legs to obtain the walking
distance. These led to a load for the elderly and a not ideal tracking result. To obtain a good walking
distance measuring to track human’s walking position, recently, there are numerous approaches has been
proposed. Most of them employed sensors to obtain walking motion such as posture and velocity. N.
Hata et al. [17] and H. Kawamoto et al. [18] proposed methods to get walker’s motion information
by some encoders tied on human’s legs. They got good human’s walking motion information. But
these studies/assistive devices were focused on how to design the robotic structures as human-like as
possible. For tacking a human’s position, a much more simple and effective measurement method is
needed. K. Sagawa et al. [19] proposed a approach to measure walking distance non-restrictedly by a
3-D inertial sensor. This wearable sensor was novel and got human’s walking information for medical
research successfully. O.H. Madgwick et al.[20] presented a novel orientation algorithm by a wearable
inertial human motion tracking system. The results indicated the algorithm achieving levels of accuracy
matching. However, they are not real-time systems and only for detecting human’s walking motion. For
counting steps and estimating walking distance more accurately, others researches also reported good
results [21]-[27]. In these methods, the 3-D inertial and magnetic sensor was fixed at a foot toe of human
and measured acceleration during swing phase of the feet. Their works got good results for tacking
human’s walking, but no one of them focused on the cooperation between human and mobile machines
which must be a closed-loop control system. In the second approach, the author focus on obtaining a
non-restricted measurement of walking distance by using an IMU sensor. However, the acceleration data
from the inertial and magnetic sensor is noisy and always drift, Y.W. Guo et al. [28] proposed four kinds
of filters (Median filter, Low-pass filter, Wavelet filter and Kalman filter) to reduce the acceleration signal
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noise. It indicated that Kalman filter and Low-pass filter were appropriate to real-time system. C.Y. Lee
et al. [29] also proposed a Butterworth filter which was easy to realized and similar as a Low-pass
filter. To reduce the noise and drift of acceleration signal, a Butterworth filter and compliance control are
needed. The second order Butterworth filter filtrated the noise and the compliance control are designed
to compensate acceleration drift. Other researches [30]-[34] also proposed human body motion tracking
methods by using small inertial/magnetic sensors. They also got some good measurement results by
filtering. In addition, a manipulator fixed on this mobile robot can support and help the elderly with their
walking. And it can compensate the moving position error between human and robot. This manipulator
had two links, one link is used to correct moving distance error and the other one link can compensate
the orientation error. The foot motion data process algorithm consists orientation estimation, walking
acceleration estimation, and gait detection. Foot orientation command is obtained by Euler angles from
the IMU sensor. Walking acceleration and velocity commands are accomplished by a Butterworth filter
and compliance control. To make sure that robot is able to stop when human stop walking, gait detection
with zero velocity updating is obtained by using a simple timer algorithm.
Thirdly, the author focus on the elderly who merely have limited walking ability so that robots can
provide these people with walking or transportation support. With the development of new technology,
self-balancing two-wheel electric bicycles with good flexibility were proposed and utilized as means of
transportation. These transportation vehicles make possible the children and elderly could ride a bicycle
or motorcycle very easily. A.V. Beznos et al. [35] described a bicycle with a gyroscopic stabilization
capable of autonomous motion along a straight line as well as along a curve. B.T. Thanh et al. [36]
proposed a structure-specified mixedH2=H1 controller for a bicyrobo by the gyroscopic stabilizer too.
By applying a mass balancer, the bicycle self-balancing can also be achieved. M. Yamakita et al. [37]
and A. Murayama et al. [38] studied the automatic control of bicycle with a balancer. However, the
gyroscopic stabilizer and mass balancer are so weighed that the electric power costs largely increased,
and the cruising distance is accordingly reduced. Instead of the gyroscopic, H. Niki et al. [39] and Y.
Tanaka et al. [40] proposed a self-balancing bicycle robot by steering controller. Also, J.D.G. Kooijman
et al. [41] proposed a riderless bicycle can automatically steer itself so as to recover from falls. To
improve the stability performance, L. Keo et al. [42] and T. Kimura et al. [43] proposed both balancer
controlling and steering controlling for the bicycle stabilization. Adding a pose estimation, Y. Zhang et
al. [44] [45] proposed a balance control for riderless the bicycle or motorcycle based on the steering
controller. The nonlinear balance control for the one wheel steering systems was studied. They also got
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Fig. 1-5: Some representative powered human walking assist and mobility devices.
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some good experimental results. In order to analyze the stability, an integral and succinct dynamics of
bicycles or motorcycles need to be studied. K.J. Astrom et al. [46] focused on the bicycle dynamics and
control. Also, D.J.N. Limebeer and R.S. Sharp [47] proposed the modeling of bicycles and motorcycles.
Based on the dynamics and steering controller, trajectory tracking is possible too. Y. Tanaka et al. [48]
studied a straight-line tracking control for the bicycle. J. Yi et al. [49] proposed a trajectory tracking and
balance stabilization control for autonomous motorcycles. S. Lee et al. [50] focused on self-stabilizing
strategy in tracking control for unmanned electric bicycles. Other related researches [51]-[56] are also
got some good results. However, all of the above studies only considered about the one steering electric
bicycle system. All of the systems cannot keep self-balancing when they stopping or moving with slow
speed due to the dynamics. To get a full speed range self-balancing electric motorcycle, in the third
approach, the dynamics to keep the balance by two-wheel steering control for three different steering
modes is studied. T. Kimura with Yamaha company et al. [57] developed a new mechanical two-wheel
steering system for motorcycles. But the dynamics of this system was not included. C. Nakagawa et
al. [58] proposed a personal mobility vehicle with two-wheel steering and two-wheel driving. However,
it was also based on the theory of Segway, although a two-wheel steering was added. And it was not a
self-balancing system. For a motorcycle system, the challenge is keeping the self-balancing even it stops.
Segway [59] and two-wheel wheelchair [60] [61] [62] or wheeled mobile robot [63] have a good stability
performance when they stop or move slowly. Also, in Murakami laboratory of Keio University, two-
wheel driven wheelchairs [64]-[71] has been studied. Lyapunov method [72], sliding mode control [73],
and other controllers [74]-[79] are utilized in these underactuated mechanical systems to realize self-
balancing and robust control. In Murakami laboratory, the controllers based on disturbance compensators
[80]-[84] were proposed too. The third research of this dissertation studied the self-balancing control
method for the two-wheel electric bicycle system when it stops and moves with slow speed. In order
to precisely measure the posture of the motorcycle, an IMU sensor is utilized in this research as well.
Moreover, the proposal is a handy tool for the children and elders who want to ride a bicycle.
Fig. 1-5 shows some representative modern powered human walking assist and mobility devices. In
accordance with the moving speed and supporting the objects’ age, there is a main idea of research in the
dissertation. In simple terms, the order of description of Fig. 1-5 is:
1) for 75 years older or walking difficultly objects, Fig. 1-5 (a) and Fig. 1-5 (b) support human body
and help them walk slowly;
2) for 65 years older or walking relatively easily, Fig. 1-5 (c) and Fig. 1-5 (d) give a hand to human
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and help human move at normal speed;
3) for younger objects who want to move faster and more convenient, Fig. 1-5 (e) and Fig. 1-5 (f)
provide a convenient and quick transportation idea to help human moving.
The following section will introduce three approaches in this order. The design inspiration is from
these devices, but the approaches are proposed to overcome some disadvantages of these existing devices.
1.3 Dissertation Approaches and Contributions
This dissertation makes several contributions to the novel human walking assist and mobility devices
from different emphasis. Three different kinds of novel devices are proposed. Fig. 1-6 shows the three
dissertation approaches. Also, all of the approaches are demonstrated experimentally. The detailed
contributions for each approach are explained as following subsections.
1.3.1 Approach 1: Multi-legged walking assist device
In order to prevent the elderly fall down and enhance their walking ability, a novel walking assist
multi-legged device that is fixed on the waist, with two machine legs independent from human legs,
helps elders walk and climb stairs without any manipulation of the machine. In this proposed device, an
IMU sensor is employed and fixed on the waist of the elder in order to gauge the posture of the waist
thereby preventing an emergency such as a fall. Further, based on the ZMP conception, the stability of the
device is analyzed to confirm the feasibility and effectiveness of this device. The primary contributions
of the study are summarized as follows:
1) the kinematics modeling and dynamics modeling are introduced for this novel multi-legged system;
2) the controller of keeping the elders from falling down and help the them walk is proposed;
3) ZMP is introduced as a stability index for the system.
1.3.2 Approach 2: Walking assist cart operated by human foot
The first approach can prevent the elderly fall down but the moving speed is slow. Thus it is suitable
for the elderly who have very poor walking ability. For the elderly who have a better walking ability
but cannot walk without walking assist devices. This study presents a method for walking assist control
that uses an IMU sensor fixed to an elderly person’s foot to estimate his or her walking motion. In this
proposed approach, a mobile device is synchronously driven by the user’s walking motion. Furthermore,
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Fig. 1-6: Dissertation approaches (left to right): the ability of movement speed is increasing.
a manipulator mounted on the mobile device can support and help the user walk. These functions make
it possible for the device to move beside the user and coordinate with his or her steps. The validity of the
proposed approach was confirmed through several experiments too. The contributions of this study can
be generalized as:
1) human walking motion is measured by an IMU sensor;
2) the modeling of the proposed device is introduced;
3) the device performance are demonstrated by experiments.
1.3.3 Approach 3: Self-balancing two-wheel electric motorcycle
If one people want to move a long distance, a fast and safe mobility device is needed. Electric two-
wheel motorcycle is very popular. But for the elderly, it is not an easy thing to ride a traditional electric
motorcycle. Thus the self-balancing electric motorcycle should be a good solution. However, keeping
the motorcycles balanced in full speed range, which is a valuable research to solve the above problem,
has not been thoroughly researched. In this study, a novel self-balancing electric motorcycle without
the handlebar is put forward to cover this deficiency. By controlling the steering, the balance of the
motorcycle can be kept with its wheels swaying. And the motorcycle direction can be controlled by
the rider’s body. Also, three different steering phases of handleless motorcycles were discussed. The
difference of these three modes were shown by the comparison experiments. In order to achieve a full
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Fig. 1-7: General conception of the dissertation.
Fig. 1-8: Real applications of the general conception in the dissertation.
speed range self-balancing motorcycle system, two different modes were applied in zero/low speed and
normal/high speed respectively. The stability of them were analysed, and some experimental results
proved them as well. The contributions of this study are:
1) the dynamics are introduced for the proposed electric motorcycle in different modes;
2) the performance of the three kinds of steering working modes are compared;
3) a control strategy is introduced for the system without the handlebar at zero or low speed;
4) the stability for the system is analysed.
1.4 Dissertation Outline
Consider human motion and environment, Fig. 1-7 shows the general conception of the dissertation.
Applying the three approaches, the real applications of the general conception is shown in Fig. 1-8. The
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proposed walking and transportation assist devices let human avoid falling and move easy by adaptive
controllers. Since the human motion accords to geographic coordinates of the IMU sensor, when the
proposed devices are applied in variable environment, the mathematical definition of different environ-
ment such as stiffness, should be considered. However, in real applications, the mathematical definition
of environment is very difficult to learn. This makes the adaptability of the approaches to be limited in
different environment. The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows:
Chapter 2: (Human Motion Measurement) focuses on human motion measurement by IMU sensor.
In the man-machine coordination control, human motion or posture is an important information for
machine controlling. In order to avoid the limitation in measurement, inertial sensors are the popular
method to be applied. This chapter introduce the measurement method and explain why measure people’s
feet is more appropriate by a comparative experiment.
Chapter 3: (Observers) gives a detailed introduction to disturbance observer (DOB), reaction torque
observer (RTOB) and synthesized camber angle disturbance observer (SCOB). DOB is widely used in
motor control and motion control. With the pseudo differentiation, DOB can achieve high performance
robust motor control systems. And the motors are indispensable roles in machine devices. As the exten-
sion of DOB, both RTOB and SCOB are based on the theory of it.
Chapter 4: (Body Balancing Assist Control) propose a novel multi-legged walking assist device
which can keep the elders from falling down and help them walk. Modeling of this device is established
firstly. Also, the stability of the device is analyzed by ZMP conception. The validity of this approach is
confirmed through several experiments.
Chapter 5: (Partner’s Cooperation Control) propose a novel walking assist robot which can serve the
elders as a partner or a nurse, it can help the elders who have poor walking ability walking independently
and exercising from the simple walking. Human walking behavior is estimated by the IMU Sensor.
Using this measurement information, the device can be controlled by human foot easily. Kinematics,
dynamics and experimental results are introduced as well.
Chapter 6: (Easy Moving and Self-Balancing Control) propose a novel self-balancing electric mo-
torcycle without the handlebar. The balance of the motorcycle can be kept with its wheels swaying, and
the direction can be controlled by the rider’s body. In order to achieve a full speed range self-balancing
motorcycle system, two different modes are applied in zero/low speed and normal/high speed respec-
tively. The stability of them are analysed, and the final experimental results proved them.
Chapter 7: (Conclusions) provides a summary of the dissertation. This chapter also highlights the
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2.1 Inertial Sensor and Quaternion
This dissertation focuses on the walking cooperation between human and robot. Thus the human
motion measurement is an important issue. In the three approaches of this dissertation, all of them need
human walking or posture motion information. In the past researches, most of the studies applied inertial
sensors to measure human motion. In this chapter, IMU sensors made by x-io Technologies are utilized.
Before discussing about topics in this dissertation, two IMU sensors that only for detecting human’s
walking motion is studied. One IMU sensor (IMU 1) is fixed on foot and the other one (IMU 2) is fixed
on chest. In this testing, the human walks 9 steps on a straight and horizontal way. In the IMU sensor,
a quaternion is applied to represent the orientation of a rigid body or coordinate frame in 3-D space. A
quaternion (a; b; c; d) is a four-dimensional complex number. Fig. 2-1 shows an arbitrary orientation of
frame h relative to frame w. qwh describes the arbitrary orientation and r is a unit vector described in
frame w [20].










where rx, ry and rz define the components of the unit vector r in the x, y and z axes of frame w
respectively.
The Euler angles ',  and  describe an orientation of human body frame h achieved by the sequential
rotations from alignment with earth world frame w. This Euler angles’ representation can be calculated
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Fig. 2-1: Frame h rotates from frame w with angle  around the axis r.
by the following equations.
' = atan2(2cd  2ab; 2a2 + 2d2   1) (2.2)
 =  arctan( 2bd+ 2acp
1  (2bd+ 2ac)2 ) (2.3)
 = atan2(2bc  2ad; 2a2 + 2b2   1) (2.4)
2.2 Calibration Method









where x, y and z represent the messured acceleration of x, y and z axes respectively. Then applying
a high-pass Butterworth filter to filter low frequency drift. The cut off frequency is designed as 0.007 Hz
in this testing. Also, high frequency noise must be filtered. A low-pass Butterworth filter with 2.05 Hz
cut off frequency is applied in this testing. However, both the high-pass and low-pass filters could not
measure the accurate data. A threshold stationary detection is applied to correct the acceleration data.
When the IMU sensor moving, the stationary value is equal to zero. And, when it stopping, the stationary
value is equal to one. The threshold stationary value s is designed as 0.09.
s =
(
1; ( 0:09 < m < 0:09)
0: (m <  0:09 & 0:09 < m)
(2.6)
Fig. 2-2 shows the raw acceleration data and stationary motion identification of IMU 1. Fig. 2-2 (a)
shows the 3-D raw angular velocity data from the gyroscope of IMU 1, and Fig. 2-2 (c) shows the details
of stationary motion identification in Fig. 2-2 (b). When the human walking, her or his chest part
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Fig. 2-2: Raw acceleration data and stationary motion identification of IMU 1.
Fig. 2-3: Raw acceleration data and stationary motion identification of IMU 2.
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Fig. 2-4: Translational acceleration data.
Fig. 2-5: Translational velocity (by once integration of acceleration and correction).
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Fig. 2-6: Translational position (by once integration of velocity and correction).
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keeps moving without stopping. Therefore, the stationary value is always equal to zero when the human
walking. Due to there is no chance to modify the measured data, it may lead to a large deviation for
the human motion measurement data. Fig. 2-3 shows the raw acceleration data and stationary motion
identification of IMU 2. Fig. 2-3 (a) shows the 3-D raw angular velocity data, it is much bigger than IMU
1 when the foot swaying. Fig. 2-3 (c) shows the details of stationary motion identification in Fig. 2-3
(b). When the human walking, her or his feet keep swaying and stopping moving circularly. Thus the
stationary value is changing when the human walking. It is easy to correct the drift and error of the
measurement data timely.
By applying the quaternion, the human body accelerations can be rotated to earth world frame. For
the unit quaternion (a; b; c; d) the corresponding rotation matrix R is defined as follows,
R =
264 2a2 + 2b2   1 2(bc+ ad) 2(bd  ac)2(bc  ad) 2a2 + 2c2   1 2(cd+ ab)
2(bd+ ac) 2(cd  ab) 2a2 + 2d2   1
375 (2.7)











Fig. 2-4 shows the translational acceleration data in earth world frame. Fig. 2-4 (a) shows the 3-D
translational acceleration of IMU 1. And Fig. 2-4 (b) shows the 3-D translational acceleration of IMU
2. When the human walking, the acceleration of IMU 1 keeps small changing (8s～20:5s), but the
acceleration of IMU 2 keeps big changing. Fig. 2-5 shows the translational velocity by once integration
of acceleration and correction. For IMU 2, if the threshold stationary value s is 1, force the velocity to be
0. Since there is no threshold stationary 1 during human walking period for IMU 1, the velocity cannot
be corrected. Fig. 2-6 shows the translational position by once integration of velocity and correction.
Fig. 2-6 (a) shows the translational position of IMU 1, the measurement error is a little big because of
the drift and no correction. Fig. 2-6 (b) shows the translational position of IMU 2 only with velocity
correction, the measurement error should be small theoretically. Fig. 2-6 (c) shows the translational
position of IMU 2 with velocity and position corrections, the stationary position of Y and Z are forced
to be 0 again according to the actual situation of the testing.
Fig. 2-7 shows the 3-D demonstration of IMU 1. Obviously, the drift of Y and Z are a little big. Also,
the drift of X should be big. This means that the IMU fixed on chest part can not measure the human
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Fig. 2-7: Three dimensional demonstration of IMU 1.
Fig. 2-8: Three dimensional demonstration of IMU 2.
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Fig. 2-9: A photo of the testing (IMU 1 is fixed on chest and IMU 2 is fixed on foot).
Fig. 2-10: Final integrated three dimensional demonstration of human straight walking.
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Fig. 2-11: IMU precision testing by a linear motor base.
walking motion accurately. But the human body posture can be measured well by the Euler angles.
Fig. 2-8 shows the 3-D demonstration of IMU 2. Fig. 2-8 (a) shows the three dimensional demonstration
without position correction (only velocity correction). Fig. 2-8 (b) shows the three dimensional demon-
stration with both velocity and position corrections. Obviously, the drift of Y and Z become very small
at last. This means that the IMU fixed on foot can measure the human walking motion well.
Fig. 2-9 shows a photo of the testing by real human. IMU 1 is fixed on chest and IMU 2 is fixed on foot.
The IMU sensors are small and easy to wear. And the data was sent through the Bluetooth module of
IMU sensors. Fig. 2-10 shows the final integrated 3-D demonstration of human straight walking. By the
calibration of integrated velocity value, the position measurement precision of IMU 1 is relatively large.
But the posture measurement performance of IMU 1 (Euler angles) is good. By both of the calibration of
integrated velocity and position value, the position measurement precision of IMU 2 is relatively small.
Also the posture measurement performance of IMU 2 is good.
2.3 Measurement Precision
In the previous section, human walking motion was measured by two IMU sensors. The specification
of sensors made by x-io Technologies are shown in Table 2.1. The data from the IMU sensors is provided
in either the raw inertial/magnetic data and raw battery and thermometer data packets or the calibrated
inertial/magnetic data, calibrated battery, thermometer data and quaternion data packets. The data output
rate of these packets may be set to 1 Hz, 2 Hz, 4 Hz, 8 Hz, 16 Hz, 32 Hz, 64 Hz, 128 Hz, 256 Hz or 512
Hz. The output signals used in this dissertation are gyro angle velocity, acceleration and quaternion. Eu-
ler angles which can measure the human posture are calculated by quaternion. One IMU sensor was fixed
on chest and the other one was fixed on foot. Their measurement performance and 3-D demonstration
were introduced too. However, how is the accuracy of the IMU sensor measurement was not discussed.
In this section, measurement precision of the utilized IMU sensor is studied. In theory, the output of an
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Table 2.1: Main specification of the IMU sensor.
Name Specification
Dimensions 33 × 42 × 10 mm
Weight 12 g
Triple axis 16-bit gyroscope Selectable range up to  2000/s
Triple axis 12-bit accelerometer Selectable range up to  78.4 m2/s
Triple axis 12-bit magnetometer Selectable range up to  8.1 G
Data rates Selectable rates up to 512 Hz
External power 3.6 V to 6.3 V
Bluetooth connectivity Class 1, 100m range, SPP
Micro SD card connectivity Supports FAT16/32 and SDHC
accelerometer can be integrated twice to obtain displacement information. But low-cost accelerometers
are susceptible to drift errors. The position estimates based on double integration can diverge in a short
time period lasting only a few seconds. Therefore, the velocity and position precision was studied by a
linear motor base firstly. Fig. 2-11 shows the equipment of this testing. The IMU sensor was moved on
the base and the encoder got a reliable measurement. Fig. 2-12 indicates that the errors is existing and
there is an impact in the end of this testing. However, human walking step cycle measurement does not
need a high precision. That is because all of the measurement data of IMU sensor is set to zero. Without
the impact motion, the position accuracy can be achieved to about 95%. Thus the reliability of velocity
and orientation measurement can be guaranteed. But the drift correction is essential for tracking position
using low-cost accelerometers. In the previous section, a drift correction method is described as well.
The drift of IMU sensors is not white noise. Therefore, some other methods (like compliance control)
will be introduced to reduce this drift in the real approaches.
2.4 Concluding Remarks
Human motion measurement is an interesting and challenging issue. It plays an important role in the
field of the man-machine coordinated control. This dissertation attempts to use IMU sensors to measure
human walking and posture motions, and then propose some real-time systems to help the elderly walk
or move well. As explained in this chapter human feet walking motion and human posture motion can
be measured well by low-cost IMU sensors. The measurement precision is not very high but it is good
enough for human walking step cycle measurement by some calibration methods. Also, not only human
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Fig. 2-12: Results of the IMU sensor precision testing.
posture but also robot posture can be measured by them. In later chapters their applications in proposed




Since actuators (motors) are indispensable in robot systems, knowledge about robust system is intro-
duced in this chapter before discussing about topics in the dissertation. For a controllable system, like
a DC motor, disturbance and external force always affect the velocity or position tracking performance
and stability. It is necessary to design a dedicated disturbance suppression controller to achieve high
performance systems. Fig. 5-8 shows a general feedback system with disturbance and observer. In the
following sections, disturbance observer and other two observers that based on the theory of disturbance
observer will be introduced. These observers will be utilized in later chapters.
Fig. 3-1: An elementary feedback system with disturbance and observer.
3.1 Dynamics Based DC Motor Control
In industrial applications, DC motors are widely used as the actuators. DC motors are driven from
electromagnetic effect with permanent magnet and coil. Effect of rotation performance of them is com-
plicated. It relates to controller design and external disturbance. Especially external disturbance not only
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Fig. 3-2: Nominal dynamics model of DC Motors.
has complex uncertain causes, but also effects the robustness. From the motor datasheet, the actuated
effect is modeled by a torque constantKt.
Kti
ref = Jm
res +  l (3.1)
 l =  int +  ext +  fri (3.2)
where  l is load torque, it includes motor internal interfering torque  int, external reaction torque  ext
and friction force  fri. iref indicates the reference current. In real applications, the torque constant
Kt consists of complicated matters. Also, the motor inertia constant Jm contains uncertain variation.
Although they are modeled as constants, they contain perturbations,
Jm = Jmn +Jm (3.3)
Kt = Ktn +Kt (3.4)
where Jmn is nominal inertia constant, Ktn is nominal torque constant. Jm and Kt are inertia
perturbation and torque perturbation respectively. Assuming the motor is placed in the vertical plane,
the gravity changing of load is negligible. Consider about the inertia uncertain variation and torque
perturbation and define the disturbance torque as,
dis =  int +  ext +  fri +Jm
res  Ktiref (3.5)
Based on the above eq. (3.1) to eq. (3.5), the disturbance torque can be calculated as,
dis = Ktni
ref   Jmnres (3.6)
Fig. 3-2 gives a block diagram of nominal dynamics model of DC motors. For a feedback control
system, both rotating velocity _res and position res can be used as feedback terms. The position is
usually measured by encoders and the velocity is usually calculated by position. In order to achieve
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Fig. 3-3: Disturbance calculation with a first order low pass filter.
Fig. 3-4: Equivalent block diagram of low pass filter.
precise motor control, disturbance torque dis should be compensated well. Generally, DC motor control
is nothing more than generating the appropriate reference current iref for the desired position, velocity,
acceleration, or torque. But because of the disturbance torque, a perfect iref is not easy to be decided
without any disturbance compensation. Thus the next section will introduce an observer method to
compensate this disturbance torque.
3.2 Disturbance Observer
Today, disturbance observer (DOB) is widely used in motor control to achieve high performance ro-
bust systems. It was proposed by Prof. Kouhei Ohnishi in the early 1980s [90] [91] [92]. After that many
researches and papers are applied it and got many good results. In DOB, disturbance torque dis is cal-
culated by reference current iref and acceleration response res. However, the acceleration is calculated
by twice digital differential calculation of position response res measured by encoders. Because of the
differential calculation error and encoder measurement noise, res must has high frequency noise. If this
high frequency noise is not be filtered, the performance and robustness of motor systems are affected.
Therefore, a first order low pass filter is applied to filter the noise. Fig. 3-3 describes eq. (3.6) with a first
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Fig. 3-4 shows the equivalent block diagram of the low pass filter. According to Fig. 3-3 and Fig. 3-4,
the observed disturbance torque dis can be obtained by a simple integretion calculation. It means that
this method can be easily realized in the practical application of digital systems. Change the nominal




(s+ g   g) = gJmn s+ g
g
  gJmn (3.8)




ref   Jmnres) = g
s+ g
[Ktni











res   gJmn _res (3.9)
Fig. 3-5 describes eq. (3.9) by a block diagram. Also, this is the normal structure of DOB.
Fig. 3-5: Block diagram of DOB.




. Fig. 3-6 describes the final block diagram of DOB control. It can reduce the disturbance and
achieve high performance robust systems. Fig. 3-7 shows the equivalent block diagram of Fig. 3-6. It
also describes the visualized effection of DOB. In this equivalent block diagram, disturbance is dimin-
ished by low pass filter forward term. If the system bandwidth is infinite (g = 1), complete robust
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Fig. 3-6: Reduce disturbance via current feedback compensation.
control system is achieved by DOB compensation method. Fig. 3-8 explains the visualized effection of
DOB with g =1.
Fig. 3-7: Visualization of effect of DOB.
Fig. 3-8: Equivalent block diagram of Fig. 3-7.
In previous contents, a first order low pass filter but not other filters was utilized to reduce the high
frequency noise in DOB. Also, the problem of time delay of the low pass filter was not discussed. For
a feedback control system, time delay is an important issue for its stability. Therefore, the effect of
differentiation and the low pass filter in DOB will be discussed from the next paragraph.
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Fig. 3-9: The gain in high frequency is decreased by pseudo differentiation.
In real applications of DOB, acceleration response is required for estimating the disturbance torque
dis. The term Jmns is once differentiation in Fig. 3-3. Fig. 3-9 shows the bode diagram of pure s
and pseudo differentiation gss+g respectively. From this bode diagram, the higher feedback noise is, the
bigger gain will be. In order to achieve the lower gain in high frequency, the pseudo differentiation gss+g
is applied in DOB. Fig. 3-10 shows the detailed analysis of DOB with pseudo differentiation. There are
two feedback loop in DOB.
Fig. 3-10: Detailed analysis of DOB with pseudo differentiation.






Fig. 3-11: Equivalent block diagram of Fig. 3-10.




res   gJmn _res =   gs
s+ g
Jmn _
res   sJmn _res (3.11)
Fig. 3-11 shows a equivalent block diagram of Fig. 3-10. The green loop is equivalent to an infinite
gain and the blue loop is equivalent to an acceleration feedback. This equivalent block diagram makes
the function of DOB like an operational amplifier. Fig. 3-12 shows the visualization of function of DOB.
Fig. 3-12: Visualization of function of DOB (as an operational amplifier).







Denote VinR1 as i














Fig. 3-13: DOB block diagram with position feedback.
This means that the disturbance torque has been compensated completely by DOB. It also explains
that why the gain of disturbance torque can be zero in Fig. 3-8. However, all above contents about DOB
are based on velocity feedback. In real applications, velocity can not be directly measured by encoders.
Encoders can only measure the position response. Since the low pass filter has a time delay problem, the
velocity response can not be calculated from position response without time delay even applying pseudo
differentiation. In order to keep the same time delay for both input torque and output torque, a low pass
filter should be added in the input torque calculation loop. Fig. 3-13 shows a new DOB block diagram
with position feedback. By this method, the effect of differentiation and the low pass filter in DOB can
be reduced completely.
By using DOB, disturbance torque has been compensated. After that, a basic DC motor position
controller with DOB is shown in Fig. 3-14. In this controller, a PD and acceleration command are
included in the reference,
ref = cmd +Kv( _
cmd   _res) +Kp(cmd   res) (3.15)
Assuming res is equal to ref , thus,
(s2 +Kvs+Kp)(
cmd   res) = 0 (3.16)
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Fig. 3-14: A basic DC motor position controller with DOB (based on acceleration input).










It achieves the purpose of acceleration tracking, velocity tracking and position tracking at the same time.
This motor position controller will be utilized in the approaches of this dissertation in later chapters.
Based on this method of DOB, other two observers are introduced in following sections.
3.3 Reaction Torque Observer
The theory of DOB is not limited to control a DC motor, in this section, it is extended to robustly
control a manipulator by force but without any force sensor. Based on DOB, Prof. Toshiyuki Murakami
proposed reaction torque observer (RTOB)/ reaction force observer (RFOB) in the early 1990s [93] [94].
In multi-degree of freedom manipulator systems, torque/force sensorless control is an important issue.
Because force sensors increase the cost and reduce the durability of the systems. RTOB/RFOB can solve
these problems well. For simplicity, a manipulator with two links fixed horizontally is applied to explain
RTOB. Fig. 3-15 shows the model of the manipulator.
Assuming mass points are at the end of each link, and they are m1，m2, from the end to origin, l1，
l2 are the length of link 1 and link 2, respectively. The relative rotation angle are 1 and 2．x，y is the
end position of the manipulator, therefore,
x = l1sin1 + l2sin(1 + 2) (3.18)
　 y = l1cos1 + l2cos(1 + 2) (3.19)
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Fig. 3-15: A manipulator with two links.
Denote the vector position and angle as,
x = [x; y]T (3.20)
 = [1; 2]
T (3.21)
Then the velocity and acceleration can be described by Jacobian matrix,




= J _ (3.23)








J11 = l1 cos 1 + l2 cos (1 + 2) (3.26)
J12 = l2 cos (1 + 2) (3.27)
J21 =  l1 sin 1   l2 sin (1 + 2) (3.28)
J22 =  l2 sin (1 + 2) (3.29)
In the real application of manipulator, inverse kinematics is needed to control the end position. Assuming
the manipulator moving motion is not very fast, therefore,
_ = J 1 _x (3.30)
 = J 1(x  _J _)  J 1x (in case x _J _) (3.31)
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Assuming the mass of each link is on the end, the dynamics of the manipulator can be calculated by
the Lagrange method. Denote K is the kinetic energy and P is the potential energy. Therefore L can be
given by,
L = K   P (3.32)
In Fig.3-15, the manipulator is fixed on a horizontal plane. Thus the gravity energy P is equal to zero.












2 + _y2) (3.33)
Denote  is [1 2]T for the torque of link 1 and link 2. Then the manipulator dynamics can be calculated











Calculate the eq. (3.34), the final dynamics of the manipulator is given by,







H = [H1 H2]
T (3.37)




1(m1 +m2) + l
2
2m2 + 2l1l2m2 cos 2
M12 = l
2
2m2 + l1l2m2 cos 2
M21 = l
2




H1 =  l1l2(2 _1 + _2) _2m2 sin 2
H2 = l1l2 _
2
1m2 sin 2
In section 3.2, DOB has been introduced. Based on the theory of DOB, the disturbance torque is given
by,
dis =  int +  ext +  fri + (M  Mn)res + (Ktn  Kt)iref (3.38)
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If the motion speed of the manipulator is not very high, the torque ripple is enough small to be ignored.
Also, the changing of inertia is much smaller than the friction force  fri, thus it can be ignored. Then
the reaction torque can be given by,
 ext = ^dis   ( int +  fri) (3.39)
Therefore, the reaction torque can be calculated by the disturbance torque subtracting ( int +  fri) in
real time. It means that the reaction torque can be calculated by this method. Fig. 3-16 shows the block
diagram of RTOB.
Fig. 3-16: Block diagram of RTOB.
The internal interfering torque  int and friction force  fri depend on the physical structure of motors.
Both of them can be obtained by identity test before applying the actual motor. By using Jacobian matrix,
reaction/external torque of each link is obtained by,
 ext = JTF reac (3.40)
where  ext = ^ ext is reaction torque observed by RTOB of each joint, F reac is the end force of the










3.4 Synthesized Camber Angle Disturbance Observer
The theory application of DOB/RTOB can go a step further to be applied in other systems. One-
wheeled inverted pendulum system is an application example to be extended. In this section, a synthe-
sized camber angle disturbance observer (SCOB) for the one-wheeled inverted pendulum system will
be introduced. It synthesizes a wheel motor disturbance observer (WDOB) and a camber angle dis-
turbance observer (CDOB). For the one-wheeled inverted pendulum system, camber angle disturbance
observer is an important issue to be studied. Fig. 3-17 shows the model of the inverted pendulum system.
For simplicity, only two dimensions is introduced to explain SCOB. Table 3.1 shows parameters of the
one-wheeled inverted pendulum system.
Fig. 3-17: One-wheeled inverted pendulum system.
Assuming there is no slipping motion for the wheel, the kinematics can be derived as,
r _w = _d (3.42)























= Jaco _ (3.45)
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Table 3.1: One-wheeled inverted pendulum system’s parameters
Variables Explanation
W Reference point for controlling (wheel axle centre)
d Moving distance
M Center of mass (CoM) of the inverted pendulum
r Wheel radius
 Camber angle
w Wheel rotation angle
X;Y Real world coordinates for the wheel
XM ; YM Real world coordinates for CoM
mp Inverted pendulum mass
mw Wheel mass
L Inverted pendulum length for CoM
Jw Wheel inertia moment












= J 1aco _X (3.46)
The dynamics can be calculated by the Lagrange method. Denote K is the kinetic energy and P is the











where i is the number of joints．In this one-wheeled inverted pendulum system, the total number of
joints is 2. The reference point for controlling (wheel axle centre) W and the inverted pendulum CoM








d+ L sin  r + L cos 
iT
(3.49)








_d+ L _ cos 





The total kinetic energy T includes wheel moving energy T1, inverted pendulum CoM moving energy

































Since the wheel height r is a constant, the gravity energy for the wheel U1 is equal to zero. The gravity
energy of the inverted pendulum CoM is given by,
U2 = mpgL cos  (3.55)















2  mpgL cos  (3.56)
Applying eq. (3.47)，the dynamics of the one-wheeled inverted pendulum system is given by,










2 mpLr cos 









































Fig. 3-18: Block diagram of WDOB.













Applying the dynamics of the one-wheeled inverted pendulum system, WDOB can be derived by,
 refw = Mua
res +Maa
res
w +Ha + 
dis
w (3.64)
where，disw indicates the wheel motor disturbance. Assuming the modeling inertia error (M  Mn)







w   ^disw (3.65)
Assuming the camber angle inertia term Mnuares is also a part of the disturbance, then another new
disturbance ^ 0
dis





w   ^ 0
dis
w (3.66)








Fig. 3-19: Block diagram of CDOB.
Because the wheel rotation angle is measured by encoders, a low pass filter and the pseudo differentiation
are utilized. Then the final wheel motor disturbance ^ 0
dis





 refw + gwMnaa
_resw

  gwMnaa _resw (3.68)
where gw is the cut-off frequency of the low pass filter of WDOB. Fig. 3-18 shows the block diagram of
WDOB.
For the camber angle of the inverted pendulum, it is measured by an IMU sensor. There are many
disturbance factors that can affect the camber angle such as the modeling inertia error, the Coriolis and
centrifugal force of the inverted pendulum. To achieve a good performance and robustness system,
these disturbance factors should be compensated. CDOB is a method to compensate the camber angle




w +Gu +Hu + 
dis
c = 0 (3.69)
where，disc indicates the camber angle disturbance．Assuming the gravity term Gu，Coriolis and cen-
trifugal force Hu，modeling inertia error (M  Mn) are a part of the disturbance, a new disturbance




w =  ^disc (3.70)











Fig. 3-20: Block diagram of SCOB.
In this system, the inverted pendulum is underactuated. In order to keep the balance, the controlled plant
is the wheel. Because the camber angle response is measured by an IMU sensor, a low pass filter and the



















where, gc is the cut-off frequency of the low pass filter of CDOB. Fig. 3-19 shows the block diagram of
CDOB.
In the real application, WDOB and CDOB can be synthesized together as the SCOB. Applying




w +Gu +Hu + 
dis









Assuming the modeling inertia error (M  Mn), gravity termG, and the Coriolis and centrifugal force
H are a part of disturbance, then the new disturbance ^disp and ^
dis










w   ^disw (3.76)
Assuming the camber angle torque term Mnuares is a part of disturbance as well, the new disturbance
^ 0
dis































Utilizing a low pass filter and the pseudo differentiation, the final synthesized camber angle disturbance







 refw  Mnuugs _res

 Mnuugs _res (3.80)
where, gs is the cut-off frequency of the low pass filter of SCOB. Fig. 6-7 shows the block diagram of
SCOB.
3.5 Concluding Remarks
This chapter explained several disturbance observers. All of them are based on the theory of DOB. In
real applications, DC motor rotation angle is measured by encoders. But DOB requires angle velocity
feedback to calculate torque disturbance and compensates it. From the differentiation of angle response,
velocity should be filtered that must produce time delay. In order to synchronize the input toque and
output toque calculation, a pseudo differentiation with a first order low pass filter was applied. The
calculation result shows the disturbance torque can be compensated completely by DOB. The concept
of compensation of DOB is very useful and can be extended to other systems. RTOB and SCOB are
the promotion of DOB. The calculation results show that not only a DC motor, but also the manipulator




Body Balancing Assist Control
4.1 The Purpose of Design (Approach 1)
Fig. 4-1: Proposed multi-legged device in simulation (OpenGL).
In the research field of modern walking assist devices, avoiding the elderly or patient from falling
down is an important topic. Once they fall down, the consequences would be dangerous. They also hope
to walk independently instead of relying on other people’s help. Therefore, in this chapter, a multi-legged
walking assist device which can keep the elders from falling down and help them walk is proposed as
Fig. 4-1. It can also help the elders who have poor walking ability and give them simple walking exercise.
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Fig. 4-2: One device leg model.
In order to measure the human body posture, an IMU sensor fixed on the waist part of human is applied
in this research. The IMU sensor can not only measure posture but also measure human walking motion.
In order to improve the reliability of the system, however, this study introduces links with two encoders
to measure human normal walking motion too. To analyse the stability of the proposed multi-legged
system, ZMP concept is used. The ZMP is also introduced as a stability index for the multi-legged
system.
4.2 Robot Modeling
The model of 2 DOF manipulator used as a leg of the proposed device is described. There are two
machine legs for the device. Because the two legs are basically the same, for simplicity, only one leg is
modelled in this section. Left device leg consists of link 1 and link 2, right device leg consists of link 3
and link 4. The architecture of a single device leg is shown in Fig. 4-2.
4.2.1 Kinematics and dynamics
In this subsection, kinematics of the device leg is described. The joint space vector can be written as
qr = [q1 q2]
T . The end position of the device leg in work space is represented as 2-dimensional vector
xr = [xr yr]
T . Since the base of device leg is not fixed but moved by human waist, the 2-dimensional
vector xb = [xh yh]T represents the human waist position measured by the IMU sensor. Forward and
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inverse kinematics can be derived as follows.
_xr = J _qr + _xb (4.1)
_qr = J
 1( _xr   _xb) (4.2)
where J denotes the Jacobian matrix of the device leg. The Jacobian matrix is used to perform mapping





J11 = L1cosq1 + L2cos(q1 + q2)
J12 = L2cos(q1 + q2)
J21 =  L1sinq1   L2sin(q1 + q2)
J22 =  L2sin(q1 + q2)
where L1; L2 represent the length of each device leg link. By using the IMU sensor, the 3-D accelerom-














m1[( _xh + l1 _q1cosq1)







where I1 is the inertia moment of link 1. l1 andm1 represent the center of mass (CoM) length and mass
of link 1 respectively. Note the absolute angle of link 2 is qa2 = q1 + q2，then the kinetic energy of link
2 can be calculated as,
K2 =
1













where I2 is the inertia moment of link 2. l2 and m2 represent the CoM length and mass of link 2
respectively. Potential energy of human is given by,
Ph = mhgyh (4.7)
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Potential energy of link 1 can be calculated as,
P1 = m1g(yh   l1cosq1) (4.8)
And the potential energy of link 2 can be calculated as,
P2 = m2g(yh   L1cosq1   l2cosqa2) (4.9)
Thus the Lagrangian of the device leg is given by,
L = Kh +K1 +K2   Ph   P1   P2 (4.10)









where q = [xh yh q1 q2]T . Dynamics equation of the device is derived from the Euler-Lagrange formu-
lation. It can be expressed in the joint space as eq. (4.12).
 =M(q)q +C(q; _q) _q +G(q) (4.12)
where M(q) is the inertia matrix, C(q; _q) represents the Coriolis and centrifugal force, and G(q)
represents the gravity terms.
M(q) =








24 0 0 0  d3 _qa2sinq2
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4.2.2 Normal walking behavior
Fig. 4-3 shows how the proposed device cooperates with human walking. In order to measure the
human gait motion, two tiny encoder links are fixed on each leg of human. They only measure the rotate
angles between posterior and thigh. If human raise his left leg firstly, the right leg of the device will be
raised. Similarly, if human raise his right leg firstly, the left leg of device will be raised. Both of the
second links of device leg are maintaining an initial angle. Because the impedance control is employed
in all of the device links and the joint motion becomes flexible.
Fig. 4-3: Schematic model of the proposed device.
4.2.3 Avoid falling down motion
The IMU sensor fixed on the waist can also generate 3-D posture information. A quaternion (a; b; c; d)
is a four-dimensional complex number that can be used to represent the orientation of a rigid body or
coordinate frame in three dimensional space. qwh describes the arbitrary orientation and r is a unit vector
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described in frame w.




  rx sin 
2
  ry sin 
2
  rz sin 
2
] (4.16)
where rx, ry and rz define the components of the unit vector r in the x, y and z axes of frame w
respectively.
Fig. 4-4: Falling down motion.
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Fig. 4-5: Block diagram of proposed controller.
Applying the quaternion, the Euler angle representation roll  and pitch ' can be defined by,
 =   sin 1(2bd+ 2ac) (4.17)
' = Atan2(2cd  2ab; 2a2 + 2d2   1) (4.18)
To avoid the singular point of the pitch angle, the angles are limited by,
 90o    90o (4.19)
 180o < ' < 180o (4.20)
In normal walking motion, pitch and roll are almost zero. But in emergency conditions, pitch and roll
are not zero absolutely. By applying the vectors of pitch and roll angles, the angle of summation is,
e1;3 = \(~ + ~') (4.21)
where e1;3 indicates emergent command angle of link 1 or link 3 in Fig. 4-4. Emergency situations are
defined as a limitation of e1;3. When 
e
1;3 bigger than the limitation, this avoiding falling down motion
starts working. Otherwise, the multi-legged system works in the normal walking assist motion. Fig. 4-4
explains the falling down motion in the world coordinate as well.
4.2.4 Stability analysis
The ZMP stability criterion means it is necessary to keep the ZMP within the support polygon. In
this study, in order to prevent the human from falling down, the ZMP stability of the device needs to
be analyzed. Since the diameter of the proposed device legs are small, the ground support polygon
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is assumed as a point. The IMU sensor that fixed on the human waist part can measure the triaxial
acceleration. The position of the IMU sensor can also be assumed as the CoM of the whole system with
human. From D’Alembert’s principle, ZMP of the proposed two legs device in Fig. 4-4 can be expressed
as,
ZMPx = CoMx   xy
y + g
(4.22)
ZMPz = CoMz   zy
y + g
(4.23)
where x and z are sagittal and frontal acceleration of CoM respectively. y is the vertical position of CoM.
CoMx and CoMz are sagittal and frontal position of CoM respectively. And ZMPx and ZMPz are the
sagittal and frontal position of the zero support torque respectively.
4.3 Controller Design
The device motors are based on acceleration control with disturbance observer (DOB) [90] [91] [92].
In addition, by utilizing reaction torque observer (RTOB), force-sensorless control was realized [93] [94].
In this section, in order to make the user feeling comfortable, impedance control is considered. Firstly,
command generation of the proposed controller is described.
4.3.1 Command generation
During the normal walking motion, the two encoder links fixed on human legs supply the rotate
commands to the device.




where qcmd1e and q
cmd
2e are encoder link 1 command and encoder link 2 command respectively. In case the
pitch or roll angle is bigger than a certain value which means the emergency occurring, the commands
are only supplied by IMU sensor. Also, in order to ensure a successful action to stop the falling down
motion, the upper limit of rotation angle should be set as well. The command of emergency can be
derived as,
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qcmd = qcmds =H(
~; ~') =
2666664
Kr\(~ + ~')  qcmd1b
0
Kl\(~ + ~')  qcmd2b
0
3777775 (4.25)
where qcmd1b and q
cmd
2b are initial angle of the device right leg and left leg before the emergency occuring
respectively. The details are shown in Fig. 4-6.
4.3.2 Impedance controller
When the device legs touch the ground, the reacting force and the force pushing by human are needed
to be considered in Fig. 4-5. During the device leg touching the ground, assuming the end of device leg
is not slid. The acceleration of human waist is measured by the IMU sensor, then the extend force for
each link motor is,
 h = J
Tmhxb (4.26)
wheremh is the mass of testing object. The total extended force for each link motor is,
^ humext = Kh h +Ke^
r
m (4.27)
where Kh and Ke are the gains of human force and ground reaction force respectively. ^ rm is the





(^ humext  Di _qrefhum  Kiqrefhum) (4.28)
Fig. 4-6: Device joint command generation.
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To make a big enough force and hold on the human when they falling down, impedance control gains



















To adjust a suitable value for the natural frequency and damping ratio, the impedance control gains
Di;Ki are be determined as follows.
Di = 2i!iMi (4.32)
Ki = !i
2Mi (4.33)
By applying the RTOB and IMU sensor to get the environment force, the device motor rotate acceleration
reference is given by,
qrefm =  qrefhum +K1(qcmd   qrefhum   qresm ) +K2( _qcmd   _qrefhum   _qresm ) (4.34)
Fig. 4-6 shows the command generation. For the normal walking cases, the system command qcmd =
qcmde ; _q
cmd = _qcmde . For the emergency cases, the system command q
cmd = qcmds ; _q
cmd = _qcmds =
vpitch.
4.4 Experiments
In this section, experiment procedures and results are explained. In these experiments, normal walking
motion and falling down motion were conducted with the proposed controller. Fig. 4-7 shows the real
device in the world coordinate. The testing subject of this experiment was a 28 years old man. His height
was 175cm and weight was about 60 kg. The iBIS system that is a PC based DSP was used as a processor
in this device. A 24V battery was used to supply power for the whole system. The total mass of this
device was about 15 kg. The parameters of device and controller are shown in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2
respectively.
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Fig. 4-7: A photograph of the proposed device in normal walking motion.
Table 4.1: Physical parameters of the device.
Name Value
Width of the machineW 0.420
Length of links (the first link of each leg) L1; L3 [m] 0.435
Length of links (the second link of each leg) L2; L4 [m] 0.543
CoM length of links l1; l3 [m] 0.210
CoM length of links l2; l4 [m] 0.270
Length of encoder links [m] 0.310
Mass of link 1 and 3m1;m3 [kg] 0.610
Mass of link 2 and 4m2;m4 [kg] 0.347
Mass of testing objectmh [kg] 60
Rotary encoder resolution Re [PPR] 400000
Gear reduction of motors Gr 100
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Human force gainKh 0.3
Ground reaction force gainKe 0.7
Virtual mass gainMi 5.0
Virtual viscosity gain Di 14.0
Virtual spring gainKi 40.0
Cut off frequency of DOB 50
Cut off frequency of RTOB 20
Sampling time dt [ms] 0.5
4.4.1 Experiment procedures
1) Experiment 1: Normal walking motion
The device legs can touch the ground like the human using two crutches while walking. Therefore,
adding the human two legs, there are four legs in total. Four legs walking can make elders feel there is
something to rely. This experiment goal is to know whether the device enables to coordinate with human
walking motion.
2) Experiment 2: Falling down motion
Makes the device inclined at a small angle for a test firstly. This test guarantees the system command
following the encoder links but not the IMU sensor. Then tests are done for the subject falling forward
which means the emergency occurs. After the device legs stop the falling down motion, the testing
subject returned to a normal posture by himself. This experiment’s goal is to enable the two machine
legs to prevent elders from falling down. Fig. 4-4 also describes this falling down motion.
4.4.2 Experiment results
4.4.2.1 Experiment 1 results
Fig. 4-8 shows the results of experiment 1. There are four normal walking steps in the experiment.
In Fig. 4-8 (a), the machine leg link 1 motor tracks the encoder link 1 command. The tracking error
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Fig. 4-8: Machine legs rotate angle and contact force in normal walking motion.
depends on the gains K1;K2. If the position gain is larger, the tracking error is smaller. But it does not
mean that the smaller the error is, a better system response is achieved. In order to reduce the sensitivity
of the system, the gains should not be very large. Since the velocity command is noisy, the velocity gain
should be reduced accordingly as well. In this study, for link 1 and link 3, the position and velocity gains
were chosen as 400 and 40 respectively. The bound of position gain is recommended between 100 to
625. In accordingly, the bound of velocity gain is recommended between 20 to 50. For link 2 and link
4, the position and velocity gains were chosen as 100 and 20 respectively. The bound of position gain
is recommended between 81 to 225, and the bound of velocity gain is recommended between 18 to 30.
The tracking command of the machine leg link 2 is zero. But because of impedance control, the rotation
result is not always zero. The RTOB results indicate that there is an obvious reaction force when the
machine leg has contacted with the ground.
To analyse the stability of the device with human walking, ZMP tracking performance is introduced in
Fig. 4-9. Measuring CoMx and measuring CoMz are obtained by the IMU sensor. ZMPx and ZMPz
are obtained by eq. (4.22) and eq. (4.23) respectively. Because this device is not similar to the biped
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Fig. 4-9: ZMP tracking performance in normal walking motion.
robot, there is no desired ZMP trajectory in advance. In this , reference ZMPx is a point connection
from the experiment data. It is only a reference for the system stability. The flex points are decided by
the moments of device contacting or leaving the ground. Denotes the rotate position is 0 m in 0 second
as (0, 0), the other flex points are (0, 0.58), (0, 1.33), (0.4, 2.77), (0.4, 3.55), (0.74, 4.67), (0.74, 5.72),
(1.1, 6.84), (1.1, 7.47) and (1.35, 8.40). Tr and Tl are the period of single support phase of right and left
device leg respectively. Td is double support phase period, S is the device stride of one step. Reference
ZMPz is obtained by the similar way as ZMPx. -0.21 m or 0.21 m is a half of the device widthW . -0.1
m or 0.1 m is a half of the distance between the two feet fo human. The results show the whole system
is very stable during the human walking in a normal slow speed motion.
4.4.2.2 Experiment 2 results
There are many kinds of falling down motion for the elders. For simplicity, only falling forward
motion was considered. Also, the device two legs did the same motion in this emergency case. Fig. 4-10
and Fig. 4-11 show the results of experiment 2. In the experiment, the current device motors did not have
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Fig. 4-10: Machine legs rotate angle and contact force in falling down motion.
enough power to hold on the human body when he falls down. In the future work, we need to change
bigger motors for the device links. Therefore in this experiment, for the safety, the testing subject fell
forward and used his hands to support on a wall. That is why the RTOB force is not very big in Fig. 4-10.
In Fig. 4-11 (a), reference ZMPx is obtained in the same way as the normal walking motion. Because
human feet did not move on the ground in this experiment, there is no reference ZMPx data for the
human. Tf and Tr are the period of falling down and recovery respectively. Th is device holding period.
Maybe this case can not represent all of falling down motions, but at least it can make it possible to
prevent elders from falling down. In Fig. 4-11 (b), machine reference ZMPz and human reference
ZMPz are obtained by the similar way as reference ZMPx. The time of flex points are 0 s, 2.95 s, 3.94
s, 5.6 s, 6.79 s and 8.3 s. During the period of Tf and Tr, because both of the device two legs are leaving
the ground, there is no data for the machine reference ZMPz . The results show the whole system is
stable even in this falling forward down motion. Finally, if this system is applied to various users, the
initial joint angle device of two legs should be adjusted according to the height of the user. Also, the
impedance control gains are need to be adjusted according to different weight users.
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Fig. 4-11: ZMP tracking performance in falling down motion.
4.5 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, a novel multi-legged system device is proposed. The purpose of this research is to
hold and help elders walk using two robotic crutches and prevent them from falling down when an emer-
gency occurs. Since the device legs are 2 DOF manipulators, only forward falling down motions were
discussed. ZMP tracking results were introduced as a stability index for the whole system. The results
also indicated that the proposed device can stop human from falling down when the emergency occurs.
After this falling forward down motion, human can return to the normal safe posture by themselves and
keep on normal walking. Finally, Fig. 4-12 shows a photograph of striding over a step of the proposed
device. Although this research is not perfect, it can provide a possible solution to prevent the elderly or
patient from falling down in the future society.
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5.1 The Purpose of Design (Approach 2)
Lacking in adequate care for the elders, especially those who are walking with inconvenience is be-
coming a growing problem for the aging society. It is also necessary for the elders to exercise walking
in order to keep normal social life. Many kinds of walking aids have been developed, such as conven-
tional stick, quad stick, rollator cart, walking frame, gait harness, etc. Recently, some more powerful
and effective electrical walking aids have also been developed, among which the walking assist devices
invented by HONDA are the most representative ones. However, most of the newly invented devices
are not enough to effect as a people who can support the elders with her/his hands. Also, most devices
are only suitable for the elders who have a fairly-well walking ability. So far, there are few researches
focusing on the walking cooperation between human and robot.
In this chapter, in order to help the elders who have poor walking ability and exercising from the
simple walking, a robot which can serve the elders as a partner or a nurse to walk is also needed. Fig. 5-1
shows the proposed walking assist device in simulation. In order to achieve this target, detecting human
walking motion and robot control strategy are needed. The IMU sensor fixed on elder’s foot to estimate
human’s walking motion is proposed. A manipulator fixed on a mobile robot can support and help the
elders with their walking. Also, it can correct the moving position error between human and robot.
Therefore, this mobile manipulator robot moving beside the elders is able to coordinate their steps as
the elders swing their feet on the ground, and it leads to a much more human-friendly system. The foot
motion filtering algorithm incorporate orientation estimation, walking acceleration/velocity estimation,
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and gait detection. Foot orientation estimate is obtained by Euler angles from the IMU sensor. Walking
acceleration/velocity estimation is accomplished by a Butterworth filter and compliance control. To sense
zero velocity and enable the robot to stop when human stop walking, gait detection is obtained by using
a simple timer algorithm. In addition, the manipulator can compensate the moving position error by
employing force control. The performance of the approach proposed in this chapter has been examined
by both simulations and experiments. Hence, it is prospected that a more human-friendly walking assist
robot can be achieved using the method proposed.
Fig. 5-1: Proposed walking assist device in simulation (OpenGL).
5.2 Walking Behavior Estimation with IMU Sensor
Human walking behavior can be divided into walking phase and standing phase. In Fig. 5-2(a), an
IMU sensor is fixed on foot. During the walking phase, the IMU sensor sends human walking accel-
eration signal to the device. In order to detect starting walking and stopping walking which indicate
zero velocity, walking phase consists of double support (DS), single support (SS) and starting counter
motion, see Fig. 5-2(b). During the standing phase, human can compensate the walking position error
by operating the manipulator mounted on a mobile device. Also, human can change the orientation of
device by rotating her/his foot. These two phases are independent of each other, and all data are reset
while starting walking or stopping.
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Fig. 5-2: Human walking behavior.
The IMU sensor is designed to replace traditional mechanical gyroscopic instruments and provide
superior reliability and accuracy. Fig. 5-3 shows the data process from the IMU sensor fixed on human’s
foot. To avoid the singularity of Euler angles, pitch, roll and yaw angles are obtained by once integral
calculation of gyroscope (angle rate sensor). The gait motion can be divided into walking phase and
standing phase in simply. Gait phase detection can update the zero velocity to the device and make sure
that the device stop moving while the elders stop walking. The following subsections explain the details.
Fig. 5-3: 3-D IMU sensor data processing.
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Fig. 5-4: Acceleration data after filter.
5.2.1 Butterworth filter
From the first DS phase to the SS phase and the second DS phase, one step can be defined. Assuming
the walking frequency of elders is 60 steps/min (1 Hz), the stride frequency is 0.5 Hz. The format of a
digital second-order Butterworth filter, which processes the acceleration data in the time domain(9), is as
follows,
y(k) = m0x(k) +m1x(k   1) +m2x(k   2) + n1y(k   1) + n2y(k   2) (5.1)
Consider the effect of filtering and appropriate time delay, the cut-off frequency is designed as 10 Hz and
the sampling frequency is selected 256 Hz. Thus the coefficients of the filter can be chosen as,
y(k) = 0:0128x(k) + 0:0256x(k   1) + 0:0128x(k   2) + 3:3112y(k   1)  1:4135y(k   2)
(5.2)
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Fig. 5-4 shows the original acceleration signal and the filtered signal by using this filter in simulation.
This simulation is done in OpenGL, the original data is obtained by an IMU sensor.
5.2.2 Human gait velocity measurement
Many studies(10)-(14) have already focused on detecting human walking motion by inertial sensors.




z cos y   my sin y (5.3)
where mz and 
m
y represent the measurement acceleration of z-axis and y-axis respectively. y is the




msensor(t)dt; (t 2 [0; T ]) (5.4)









During the integrations, there must exist error. Assuming the measured acceleration containing error e,
thus the acceleration command is given by,
cmdsensor(t) = 
m




where v(T ) is the velocity at the end of the swing phase and T is the total time of one step. In a real-time
experiment, T is decided by an average value of steps.
Fig. 5-5 shows the velocity offset that is due to acceleration drift and Yaw signal curve. The velocity
curve indicates two steps forward and two steps backward. The Yaw signal is from Euler angle of IMU











edt = va(t) + et (5.8)
The command velocity v(T ) is composed of the actual velocity and bias error. It can be assumed the bias
error is a parameter that is proportional to the time t. In this study, the bias error is compensated by the
compliance control based on the equivalent acceleration force. And it is explained in the next section.
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Fig. 5-5: Velocity offset and Yaw data.
5.2.3 Human walking orientation measurement
The gyroscope sensor inside of IMU sensor provides the 3-D rotate angle rate data to the device. It is
easy to obtain the rotate angle by once integral calculation. The angles  ,  and  describe an orientation













Fig. 5-6 shows a gyroscope rotation data of yaw and yaw angle. This test setup is clockwise 180 degree
! anticlockwise 180 degree! anticlockwise 180 degree! clockwise 180 degree in turn. This result
shows the rotate angles can be obtained by gyroscope in any time, and reset to be zero while rotate rate
is zero. By applying this yaw data, human can operate the orientation of the device easily. Here, the
gyroscope rotation data of yaw is just a testing result.
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Fig. 5-6: Rotation data for testing (yaw).
5.3 System Modeling
Fig. 5-8 shows the system controller diagram. In standing phase, the manipulator motors do not work
but only the encoders of the motors supply the rotating commands to the device wheels. In walking phase,
the IMU sensor supplies moving commands to the device wheels, the manipulator motors should go back
to the initial position and keep fixing by the zero rotating command. In this case, the manipulator can
lead and pull the hand of human. Fig. 6-3 shows the modeling of the device and manipulator. Rx,Ry and
Rz are real coordinates of the device and mobile manipulator. There are two links and two motors of this
manipulator. In the standing phase, link 1 can compensate the position error while forward or backward
walking, and link 2 can correct the rotation angle while human and device change their orientation.
Assuming the device system frame as one link and the big two wheels as one link’s motor,  0,  1
and  2 are the rotation angles for each link.
P
W is the world coordinates, WX , WY and WZ are
world coordinates of device and manipulator. Fig. 5-4 shows original data, acceleration after filter and
calibrated velocity. By applying compliance control, the filtered acceleration drift can be corrected. It
indicates the velocity offset can be reduced and zero velocity is working while human stop walking.
Zero velocity is important for this system if the users are the elders. From the kinematics of this device
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Fig. 5-7: Walking assist device modeling.
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Fig. 5-8: System controller design.
Doing once derivation and neglecting an enough small term,
24 r
l

























( _r   _l)]2 (5.19)
Then eq. (5.18) can be expressed as,24 r
l
35 =M ref =
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Fig. 5-9: Disturbance observer block diagram.
Table 5.1: Parameters of DOB.
Variables Unit Explanation
Kt Nm/A Torque constant
Jmn kgm2 Nominal inertia
dis Nm Disturbance torque
g rad/s Cut-off frequency of DOB
The nominal inertia matrix,
Mn =
24 mR24 + Jw + J R2W 2 0
0 mR
2






To reduce the acceleration drift, compliance control based on equivalent acceleration force is designed
by,
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Fig. 5-10: Time counter and filtered acceleration.
The acceleration reference is,24 refr
refl
35 = ref = Kp( _cmdc   _res) + cmdc (5.24)
Table 5.2 shows the parameter definitions of the modeling of the device system. There are two DC
motors driving the two wheels. A universal wheel that can support the whole device is fixed in the
front of the two big wheels. In order to control rotation of the device DC motors well, disturbance
observer (DOB) [90] [91] [92] is a good tool for compensating disturbances. Fig. 5-9 shows the diagram
of DOB and Table 5.1 shows the definitions of parameters. During the standing phase, by the mobile
manipulator, human can compensate the position and orientation errors. And during the walking phase,









The relationship between IMU sensor orientation angle and device wheel is shown in eq. (5.25).
5.5 Experiments
The experiment setup is designed to two steps forward and two steps backward. Fig. 5-10 shows
the time counter curve and acceleration signal after the filter. The time counter (1000Hz) is applied to
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Table 5.2: Parameters of modeling.
Variables Unit Explanation
W m Space between wheels
R m Radius of wheels
x0; y0 m Device position in world coordinates
 rad Device direction angle
r; l rad Rotation angle of wheels
m kg Mass of the device
msensor m/s
2 Horizontal measurement acceleration
mz m/s
2 Measurement acceleration of z axis
my m/s
2 Measurement acceleration of y axis
cmdsensor m/s
2 Calibrated acceleration
Mc; Dc Compliance control gain
vcmdc m/s Velocity command
cmdc m/s
2 Acceleration command
Mn Nominal inertia matrix
Kp P controller gain
Jw kgm2 Inertia of the wheels
J kgm2 Inertia around center of axle
counter the human pitch angle rate. If the counter times are bigger then 50 (counter plus 1 if pitch angle
rate is zero) which also means pitch angle is continued to maintain zero for 5 ms. Fig. 5-11 shows the
experimental results of velocity response and velocity error. By using DOB, the velocity can be tracked
well. Fig. 5-12 shows the position response and position error. In position response plots, red curve is an
integral value of velocity command. The blue curve is the real position response of device.
Since the drift of acceleration, the position error also has a drift for each step. The position error can be
compensated by human power moving the mobile manipulator. Again, by using compliance control and
zero velocity updating, the velocity offset has been reduced. It also shows the acceleration controller is
viable for this closed-loop control system. Fig. 5-13 shows the orientation respond and error. It indicates
that biggest errors (about 5 degree) are occurring in the period of rapid orientation changing.
Fig. 5-14 shows the real walking assist device. The iBIS system which is a PC based DSP was used
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Fig. 5-11: Experimental response (velocity).
Fig. 5-12: Experimental response (position).
as a processor in this device. A 24V battery was used to supply power for the whole system. The
total mass of this device is about 20 kg. It is stable and not easy to move by human force, therefore,
as long as the elders to hold this device, it can help the elders with their walking well. The subject
of this experiment is a 27 years old man. His height is 175cm and weight is about 60 Kg. In some
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Fig. 5-13: Experimental response (orientation).
Fig. 5-14: Proposed device photograph.
experiments, the device had a small shake if the human walking fast. That is because of the inertial of
device while device stopping and moving again and again. The mechanical structure can be changed,
for example, move the two wheels to the backward, the shake problem can be eliminated. Because of
the safety problem, the device orientation can only be adjusted in standing phase but not walking phase
in this proposed approach. In general, the gait characteristics depend on a subject. Also, some elderly
people walk slowly with shuffling and dragging steps. The proposed device is driven by the velocity and
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orientation commands from the IMU sensor fixed on human foot. Since the steps are repeated in a cycle
for everybody. All of the measurement data can be set to zero when the foot with IMU sensor stopping
on the ground. Therefore, the proposed method can be applied to any type of gait.
5.6 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, a novel walking assist device based on human motion was proposed. By experiments,
the device moving together with human synchronously was realized. The manipulator is an optional
part of this device. If it is removed away, the position and orientation errors can be compensated by
labor power too. Finally, Fig. 5-15 shows a demonstration photograph of the proposed device in the
14th Annual Keio Science and Technology Exhibition (KEIO TECHNO-MALL 2013). Although this
research is just conceptual designed and implemented, it can provide a possible solution to help the
elderly or patient walk more conveniently and easily in the future society.
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Fig. 5-15: A demostration in the KEIO TECHNO-MALL 2013.
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Easy Moving and Self-Balancing Control
6.1 The Purpose of Design (Approach 3)
Fig. 6-1: Conceptual sketch of the handleless motorcycle.
After solving the problems such as preventing the elderly or patient from falling down and helping
them walking, they also need a more faster and safe transportation method sometimes. Since the two-
wheel electric motorcycle has good portability and flexibility, it has become popular in many countries
nowadays. However, keeping the motorcycles balanced in full speed range, which is a valuable research
in an accelerating ageing society, has not been thoroughly researched. In this study, a novel self-balancing
electric motorcycle without the handlebar is put forward to cover this deficiency. By controlling the
steering, the balance of the motorcycle can be kept with its wheels swaying. And the motorcycle direction
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Fig. 6-2: Three kinds of steering modes.
can be controlled by the rider’s body. Also, three different steering phases of handleless motorcycles were
discussed. The difference of these three modes were shown by the comparison experiments. In order
to achieve a full speed range self-balancing motorcycle system, two different modes were applied in
zero/low speed and normal/high speed respectively. Fig. 6-1 shows a conceptual sketch of the proposed
handleless motorcycle. The stability of them were analysed, and the final experimental results proved
them as well.
6.2 Vehicle Modeling
In order to get a self-balancing electric motorcycle, the motorcycle dynamics modeling is described
firstly. Fig. 6-2 shows three kinds of steering working modes. Fig. 6-2(a) is single phase mode (SPM)
which means only the front steering is rotating; Fig. 6-2(b) is anti phase mode (APM), the front and rear
steering rotate in the opposite direction; Fig. 6-2(c) is in phase mode (IPM), the front and rear steering
rotate in the same direction. 1 and 2 are the steering angles of front and rear wheel respectively.
6.2.1 Dynamics of the SPM and APM
The dynamics of each mode are introduced in this subsection. Even the IPM cannot achieve a good
self-balancing performance, its normal dynamics is discussed together. Another new dynamics for the
IPM is introduced in the next subsections. Fig. 6-3 shows the geometry parameters of the electric mo-
torcycle. r is radius of wheel and L is wheelbase.  is the angle of steering axis. Assuming the center
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of mass (CoM) of the motorcycle is on the middle of wheelbase, thus the distance from CoM to wheel
in vertical line is L=2. h is the height of CoM, l is the distance between ground contact point of wheels
and the cross point of the steering axis extension line with ground.
If the motorcycle runs with constant steering angles and constant speed, the trajectory is a circular
Fig. 6-3: Motorcycle modeling.
orbit. Fig. 6-4 shows the top view of the motorcycle in the world coordinates. R is radius of curva-
ture around center of P1 or P2. '1 or '2 is the angle of motorcycle motion at CoM. The geometry of










If the steering angle 1 and CoM motion angle '1 are small, it can be linearized as tan('1)  '1,
tan(1)  1 and sin('1)  '1. In the SPM, 2 is equal to zero. Denote ' is the direction angle of
CoM, then ' = '1 + '2. Therefore, the relationship between 1 and ' is [46],






In the APM, 2 is equal to minus 1. The relationship between 1 and ' is,
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Fig. 6-4: Top view in the world coordinates.
In the IPM, 2 is equal to 1. This case is similar to Segway. The direction angle of CoM does not
depend on 1 or 2 anymore. But ' depends on the different speed of the front and rear wheels.
Fig. 6-5 shows the rear view of the motorcycle with zero steering angles.  is the camber angle which
means the inclination angle of the motorcycle. F is composite force of centrifugal force Fo and steering
rotation force Fr.
F = Fo + Fr (6.8)













For the IPM, in this study, both of the front and rear wheels are designed as the same speed. Thus its
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Fig. 6-5: Rear view of a naive motorcycle (both front and rear steering angles are zero).
For the IPM, two steerings effect have the opposite direction, then F is equal to zero. From the Fig. 6-5,
the dynamics of the motorcycle can be found by using the Newton’s second.
mgh sin    Fh cos  = J  (6.13)
Assuming the camber angle  is small, then sin    and cos   1, the dynamics equation can be
linearized as,
mgh   Fh = J  (6.14)
where J denotes the moment of inertia of the motorcycle body with respect to the x axis. Substitute the
force F , then for the SPM,












J  = mgh (6.17)
However, the steering axis angle  is not equal to 900. Thus the design of the front fork or rear fork has
a major impact on motorcycle dynamics. For the SPM, the steering angle influences the camber angle.
f =    1 cos (6.18)
and the effective front fork angle is,
1f = 1 sin (6.19)
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Then the final dynamics for the SPM is,
J   mgh =  m(hv
2   L2 gl) sin
L
1   mhv sin
2
_1 (6.21)
For the APM, the two steerings generate the new torque in the same direction, thus,
f =  mgl1 sin (6.22)
J   mgh = m(Lgl   2hv
2) sin
L
1   (mhv sin) _1 (6.23)
For the IPM, the two steerings generate the new torque in the opposite direction, thus f is equal to zero.
6.2.2 Kinematics of the IPM
The IPM can make the motorcycle keeping self-balancing even when it stops. Fig. 6-6 shows the
IPM modeling of the motorcycle.  is the motorcycle orientation and W = L sin1 = L sin2 is the
distance of the two wheels. d is the motorcycle straight moving position. f and r are the rotate angles
of front and rear wheels respectively. The IPM is similar to the Segway or two-wheel wheelchair. Thus it
cannot move lateral direction. Assuming that both front and rear wheels do not slip, then the constraints
condition are,
_x sin  _y cos = 0 (6.24)
_x cos+ _y sin+
L sin1
2
_ = r _f (6.25)
_x cos+ _y sin  L sin1
2
_ = r _r (6.26)








( _f   _r) (6.28)
















3775 = J _q (6.29)
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Fig. 6-6: IPM modeling.
















3775 = J 1 _X (6.30)
where, r is wheel radius and L is wheelbase.  is the motorcycle camber angle (roll angle).
6.2.3 Dynamics of the IPM
Denote q = [; f ; r]T and  = [; f ; r ]
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DenoteM ,H ,G are the inertia, the centrifugal and coriolis force, and the gravity matrices, respectively.
Then the dynamics is,










































Hu =   mbr
2h2
(L sin1)2





sin  cos ( _f   _r)   mbhr
2
2 sin 
Hr =   2mbr
2h2
(L sin1)2
sin  cos ( _f   _r)   mbhr
2
2 sin 
Gu =  mbgh sin 
Gf = 0
Gr = 0
where,mb andmw are the wheelbase and wheel mass respectively. In this study, only straight motion of
the IPM is considered, therefore,
w = f + r (6.35)
w = f = r (6.36)
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where,  = [0; w]















Mua = mbhr cos 












Gu =  mbhg sin 
Ga = 0














6.2.4 SCOB of the IPM
Disturbance observer is widely applied in robotic control [90] [91] [92]. Based on disturbance ob-
server, in this subsection, SCOB for the IPM is introduced. The motion equation of camber (roll) angle
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Fig. 6-7: Synthesized camber angle disturbance observer.
and wheel angle are given as eq. (6.40) and eq. (6.41). T disc is the camber angle disturbance and T
dis
w is




w +Gu +Hu + T
dis



















w   T^ disw (6.43)





w   T^ disw (6.44)



















T refw =  T^ diss (6.46)
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where T^ diss is the synthesized camber angle disturbance. SCOB estimates the synthesized camber angle
disturbance T^ diss by using camber angle acceleration and wheel torque reference. But the IMU sensor
measures the camber angle velocity. Therefore,






T refw  Mnuugs _res

  Mnuugs _res (6.47)
where gs is cut off frequency for pseudo differentiator. ~T diss contains camber angle disturbance and wheel
angle disturbance. Fig. 6-7 shows the block diagram of SCOB.
6.3 Controller Design
For the SPM, 2 = 0 and 1 is controlled by steering motor. For the APM, 1 =  2 , It means that
the front and rear steerings are rotating in the reverse motion. If the motorcycle moving speed is not very
high and the steering angle is small, it is assumed that this linearized model is enough. From eq. (6.23),
the camber angle  depends on the steering angle 1 or 2. Denote  = j1j, the desired steering angle
d can be given by,
d = Km(d   ) +Kd(0  _): (6.48)
where, Km and Kd are the PD gains respectively. Then the steering acceleration reference ref is
determined by,
ref = d +Kn( _d   _) +Ka(d   ): (6.49)
where, Kn and Ka are the rotate angle velocity and rotate angle gains respectively. Fig. 6-8 shows
posture control block diagram for the moving self-balancing electric motorcycle.










It is an unstable system. If v <
p
Lgl=h , it has one pole and one zero in the right-half plane. Such a
system is not easy to control robustly when the pole and zero are too close. But the problem with right-
zeros can be eliminated by introducing active control [46]. If there is a human rides on the motorcycle,
she/he must produces an active force on it. Denote the external force applied to the CoM is e and define
the steering command as,
1 =  kie + kj (6.51)
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Fig. 6-8: Posture control for the SPM and APM.
where e includes the rider’s active force and fork or steering rotation effection force f . In the experi-
ments, the external force e can be assumed as the product of camber acceleration and total mass. Both
of camber acceleration and camber angle  can be measured by the IMU sensor fixed on the motorcycle.
Then it yields a new closed-loop system,















m(hv2   L2 gl) sin
L
e (6.52)










By the same principle, the new closed-loop system for the APM is,
J  + kjmhv sin _ +

kj





= kimhv sin _e + ki
m(2hv2   Lgl) sin
L
e (6.54)










Fig. 6-9 shows the root locus by variable speed and kj for eq. (6.52). ki is a constant 0.1, kj and v are
variable values. It indicates that the stable system requires a bit larger value for kj and v. That also means
that the self-balancing with straight heading is possible. The motorcycle orientation is controlled by the
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Fig. 6-9: Root locus by variable speed and kj .
rider’s body. It means that if the CoM is changed by human body, the orientation is forced to change.
But after the human body recovers to the vertical state, self-balancing with straight heading works again.
For the IPM, because the self-balancing method is different, its kinematics and dynamics are introduced
in the following subsections.
6.3.1 Lyapunov-based control for the IPM
For the IPM, 1 = 2. It means that the front and rear steerings are rotating in the same motion.
Similar to Segway, the self-balancing is achieved by wheels moving. In this section, Lyapunov-based
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Fig. 6-10: Lyapunov control for the IPM.
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Fig. 6-11: Root locus by variable steering angle.
Then by Lasalle’s theorem, p ! 0; _p ! 0 are guaranteed. Thus, the control input to stabilize
wheelchair is decided as eq. (6.59). Fig. 6-10 shows Lyapunov control block diagram for the IPM.
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Fig. 6-11 shows the root locus by varying steering angle for SCOB. In this root locus, Kp = 100,
Kv = 20 and gs = 10. It indicates that the IPM system becomes unstable if steering angle is small. If
the steering angle is 90 degree, the IPM becomes Segway, and the stability is good. But if the steering
angle is close to zero degree, the IPM becomes unstable systems.
6.4 Experiments
In this section, experiment procedures and results are explained. In order to compare with the per-
formance of the three kinds of steering working modes, all of the three types (SPM, APM and IPM)
are confirmed by the posture control firstly. After this comparison, the IPM is confirmed by Lyapunov
control. Fig. 6-12 shows a experiment photograph of the real handleless electric motorcycle. An iBIS
system which is a PC based DSP was used as a processor in this vehicle. A 24V battery was used to
supply power for the whole system. An IMU sensor is fixed on the top of the motorcycle to measure the
gyro (roll angular rate) , camber (roll) angle and yaw angle. Table 1 shows physical parameters of the
motorcycle and actuators.
6.4.1 Experiment procedures
Fig. 6-12: Experiment photograph on a straight way.
(1). Applying the posture controller, implement the SPM, APM and IPM experiments respectively.
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Table 6.1: Physical parameters of the motorcycle.
Name Value
Wheel radius r [m] 0.13
Structure wheelbase L [m] 0.63
Distance l [m] 0.48
Steering axis angle  [0] 30
CoM vertical position h [m] 0.8
Mass of the motorcycle bodymb [kg] 22.1
Mass of the motorcycle wheelmw [kg] 1.5
Total mass of the motorcyclem [kg] 25.1
Maximum angel of the master m [rad] 0.47
Normal speed of driving wheel ! [rpm] 60
Motorcycle normal moving speed v [m/s] 0.82
Rotary encoder resolution Re [PPR] 400000
Gear reduction of motors Gr 100
The motorcycle moving speed v is a constant, and it is set as a normal value 1.47 km/h. A laptop is fixed
on the top of the motorcycle, it can read and monitor the system data in real time. All experiments are
implemented on a long passageway.
(2). In order to prove that the SPM stability with posture control is depending on variable moving
speed, we implement the SPM experiments by variable speed. The moving speed is operated by the
master. The maximum operation angle m is 0.47 rad，and the corresponding speed is 0 km/h. The
minimum master angle m is 0 rad，and the corresponding speed is 2.94 km/h.
(3). To prove that the IPM stability with Lyapunov control is depending on variable steering angle, we
implement the IPM experiments at zero speed by variable steering angle. The steering angle is operated
by the master too. The operation range is from 0 rad to 0.47 rad. The steering angle is equal to minus
angle of the master.
(4). When the motorcycle moves with normal or high speed (v > 2.94 km/h), we implement the
experiments as the SPM with posture control. When the motorcycle stops or moves with slow speed (v
< 0.2 km/h), we implement the experiments as the IPM with Lyapunov control. The master switching
angle for Lyapunov control to posture control is 0.4 rad.
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Fig. 6-13: The SPM performance on a straight way.
6.4.2 Experiment results
When the electric motorcycle runs at a high speed, it is more easy to keep self-balancing. However, if
the electric motorcycle can keep self-balancing at a normal speed, the performance comparison is more
meaningful. Therefore, in this study, the motorcycle runs as a normal speed (1.47 km/h). Fig. 6-13,
Fig. 6-14 and Fig. 6-15 are the results of experiment procedure (1). Where, Fig.6-13 shows the SPM
performance on a straight way. Fig. 6-13(a) indicates the angle of the front and rear steering rotation.
They play a major role in keeping self-balancing. Fig. 6-13(b) shows the camber angle of the electric
motorcycle body. It is the direct expression of self-balancing. Fig. 6-13(c) indicates the yaw angle of
the motorcycle body. This is a parameter to measure the orientation when the motorcycle running on the
straight way. Fig. 6-13(d) shows the camber angle rate. It is the angle rate command for the steering.
Fig. 6-14 shows the IPM performance on the straight way. Fig. 6-14(a) and (b) indicate the steering
rotation amplitude is bigger than the SPM, but the motorcycle body sway frequency is smaller than the
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Fig. 6-14: The APM performance on a straight way.
SPM. Fig. 6-14(c) and (d) indicate the APM has a bigger yaw angle and camber angle rate than the SPM.
Because the IPM is similar to Segway, if the experiment is only implemented by steering control, it is
not easy to keep self-balancing. The results are shown in Fig. 6-15. It indicates that the IPM could not
keep self-balancing after 10 seconds. And Fig. 6-15(c) shows the motorcycle orientation could not be
changed during the moving. That is why the IPM cannot keep self-balancing for a longer time.
Based on the results of experiment procedure (1), we choose the SPM as the normal or high speed
running mode for the motorcycle. Fig. 6-16 shows results of the SPM moving by variable speed of
experiment procedure (2). The green shadow area is normal speed result. Fig. 6-16(a) indicates the
master angle, front steering angle and rear steering angle. Fig. 6-16(b) and (c)show the camber angle and
camber angle rate respectively. By changing the master angle, the motorcycle runs at different speed.
When the motorcycle runs at a high speed, the swaying frequency becomes small but amplitude becomes
bigger. The results show that the SPM can keep self-balancing at normal or high speed well. However,
the SPM cannot keep self-balancing at zero or slow speed.
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Fig. 6-15: The IPM performance without speed control on a straight way.
Fig. 6-16: The SPM runs by variable speed on a straight way.
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Fig. 6-17: The IPM with Lyapunov control stands by variable steering angle.
In order to achieve the self-balancing at zero or slow speed, we apply the IPM with Lyapunov control.
Then results of experiment procedure (3) are shown in Fig. 6-17. For this stability testing, the motorcycle
wheel motors are not controlled by the master. Only the SCOB controls the wheel motors. From 0 second
to 15 seconds, the master angle is 0.47 rad and the steering angles 1, 2 are -0.47 rad. The IPM can
stand well at zero speed. From 16 seconds to 37 seconds, the steering angles are -0.25 rad. The IPM can
stand well at zero speed too, but Fig. 6-17(d) shows the amplitude of camber angle rate becoming bigger.
From 38 seconds to 47 seconds, the steering angles are -0.12 rad. The IPM can stand at zero speed, but
the amplitude of camber angle rate becoming bigger and bigger. After 48 seconds, the steering angles
are close to 0 rad. The IPM cannot stand at zero speed easily anymore. This experiment proved the root
locus by variable steering angle of Fig. 6-11.
Based on the SPM stability with normal or high speed and the IPM stability with zero or slow speed,
we propose the final handleless electric motorcycle as Fig. 6-18. It combines the advantages of the SPM
and IPM. The master controls the steering angles and motorcycle speed at the same time. When the
motorcycle moves with normal or high speed, the SPM with posture controller is used. When it stops or
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Fig. 6-18: A photograph of the final handleless motorcycle.
Fig. 6-19: Final and total results of the proposal.
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moves with slow speed, the IPM with Lyapunov control is applied. Finally, the integrated and total
experiment results are shown in Fig. 6-19. From 0 second to 7 seconds, the motorcycle keeps standing
by the IPM with Lyapunov control. From 8 seconds to 16 seconds, the motorcycle moves at a normal
speed by the SPM with posture control. After 17 seconds, the motorcycle stops and stands again. Fig. 6-
19(b) shows camber angle data, it indicates that the motorcycle can keep self-balancing in full speed
range.
6.5 Concluding Remarks
In the chapter, three kinds of steering working modes (SPM, APM and IPM) of the handleless electric
motorcycle were introduced firstly. The comparison experiment results are also discussed. The SPM has
the best self-balancing stability when the motorcycle moves with a speed. Its speed can be controlled by
rider’s feet in the practical application. The APM only has the fastest turning performance. The IPM is
not easy to keep self-balancing without speed control. But the IPM with Lyapunov control has a good
standing stability. Therefore, in the final handleless electric motorcycle, we combined the advantages
of the SPM and IPM. In addition, because the orientation of motorcycle was controlled by rider’s body,
it is possible to get a stable electric motorcycle robot system without the handlebar in full speed range.
Finally, Fig. 6-20 shows a demonstration photograph of the expected handleless motorcycle with a rider.
Although this research is still relatively immature, it can provide a solution to help the elderly or patient
move more conveniently and easily in the future society.
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This chapter concludes the dissertation and provides a summary of the major results and contributions
of this work. Also, a discussion of directions for future work is provided finally.
7.1 Summary
According to the aging population problem, this work presented three solutions to help the elderly
or patient walk and move more conveniently and easily from three different aspects. From chapter 4
to chapter 6, the conceptual design and control of these walking and transportation assist devices were
introduced. All of them are intended to help the elderly or patient walk or move independently. Different
design objectives for the three solutions are summarized below.
 The multi-legged walking assist device (approach 1) focuses on preventing the elderly fall down
and enhancing their walking ability, it is suitable for the elderly or patient who have very poor
walking ability. The moving speed is the slowest correspondingly.
 The walking assist cart operated by human foot (approach 2) focuses on giving a hand to the
elderly when they walking, it is suitable for the elderly or patient who have a better walking ability
but cannot walk without walking assist devices. The device easily moves beside the user and
coordinate with his or her steps, and moving speed is depend on the users’ habits.
 The self-balancing two-wheel electric motorcycle (approach 3) focuses on providing a fast and
safe transportation solution for the elderly or patient. It can keep self-balancing not only at high
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speed but also at low and zero speed. It is suitable for the elderly or patient who have a better
walking ability and want to move fast. Its moving speed is the fastest correspondingly.
Although these researches are still relatively immature, it can provide solutions to help the elderly
or patient move more conveniently and easily in the future society. The major contributions of them is
providing some novel ideas, designs and control methods to help the elderly or patient who want to walk
or move conveniently and independently. In the field of man-machine cooperation control, considering
human motion is a development trend. This is why the chapter 2 studied the human motion measurement
method by IMU sensors firstly. The IMU sensor fixed on chest could not measure body moving motion
well but it could easily measure human posture motion by Euler angles. Because Euler angles were
obtained by the IMU sensor directly. The other IMU sensor fixed on foot could measure human walking
motion well by filters and some gait recognition algorithms.
In order to control the proposed devices accurately and robustly, chapter 3 introduced the DOB, RTOB
and SCOB detailedly. DOB was used in DC motor control to achieve high performance robust systems.
It was applied in all proposed devices, since the actuators were DC motors. RTOB was utilized in
torque/force sensorless control of manipulator systems. It was only applied in the approach 1. SCOB
was designed for the inverted pendulum systems. It was suitable not only for the one-wheeled inverted
pendulum system, but also for the self-balancing two-wheel electric motorcycle system. All of the ob-
servers were based on the disturbance compensation theory of DOB.
7.2 Directions for Future Works
Successful walking and transportation assistance systems have to increase the assist devices’ safety
and be acceptable for the user. A natural direction for the proposals is to focus on the elderly or patient
acceptance issues. Therefore, more perfect functions, more safer and more practical systems are required.
Specifically, for the multi-legged walking assist device (approach 1), two 3 DOF manipulators need to
be considered. Then it is possible to consider about the other kinds of falling down motions. In addition,
variable impedance should be designed to increase the performance, based on different cases. For the
walking assist cart operated by human foot (approach 2), applying two IMU sensors to detect human
walking motion is a solution of smooth moving of the device. And also, avoiding the problem of elders’
falling down needs to be considered. For the self-balancing two-wheel electric motorcycle (approach 3),
a seat may be fixed on the motorcycle, then it can be ridden by human. Considering the body effect of the
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rider, another IMU sensor should be applied to measure the rider’s posture motion. Also, a self-balancing
of orientation controller should be studied.
In addition, from the general design, determining users’ intent may also play a role in the human
acceptance of walking and transportation assist devices. For example, due to the physical agility, if the
elderly or patient brain tries to do some actions but their limbs could not work, the proposed devices
should not assist this. One solution is including the brainwave control if the brainwave technology
becomes mature enough in the future. There is a big researching value for future work in modern walking
and transportation assist devices. These devices hold the potential of helping thousand of unattended
elderly or patients in this more and more serious aging society.
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